Chevy lumina rear brake replacement
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How to Bleed Brakes Bleeding brakes used to be a straightforward affair that was virtually the
same on all vehicles. But now, there are instances where the bleeding procedure is complex
enough to require a scan tool. A Short Course on Brakes On a disk brake, the fluid from the
master cylinder is forced into a caliper where it presses against a piston. The piston, in-turn,
squeezes two brake pads against the disk rotor , which is attached to the wheel, forcing it to
slow down or stop. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.
BoholMark answered 6 years ago. Go to YouTube and watch a video on how to do it. Not very
hard. Just a lot easier for you to see how it's done then trying to explain it here. I have chevy
lumina , The brake get stucked when the car become hot, and then release when cooled down.
Changed the master cylinder, brake pads and checked the caliper and they are working fin
Please help me figure out why my left turn signal and brake lights on my Chevy Lumina don't
work. The window brake light and right turn signal works as do the turn signal lights on the
front I just replaced the rear stablizer links to rear sway bar and noticed that the mounting
brackets, which are welded to the car frame, have seen better days. Does anyone know the part
name for these First, my center light went out a week ago. Now after replacing front brakes, the
rest of brake lights went out. The turn switches and back lights work. Brake light won't come on
when I tap brake p I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Lumina
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Chevrolet Lumina Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. When you hit the brakes in your Chevrolet Lumina,
hydraulic pressure forces brake pads against brake rotors to slow the car. Braking creates a
great deal of friction and heat that over time wear the brake pad material away. If the brakes in
your Lumina feel spongy or uneven, it's time to replace the pads. Rotors usually last longer
than pads, but if you need to replace them, too, you have the option of either buying new ones
or having the repair shop machine a thin layer of metal off the old ones. Loosen the lug nuts on
the wheel with a tire iron. Raise the Lumina with an automobile jack and then place it on jack
stands. Remove the lug nuts and the wheel. Remove the mounting bolts from the inside of the
caliper with a socket wrench -- one bolt at the top of the caliper and one at the bottom. Lift the
caliper up and off the rotor and suspend it from the frame of the car with a piece of wire or
bungee cord. Do not stretch or stress the rubber brake hose. Slide the old brake pads out of the
caliper. Position a caliper tool around the caliper and turn the mechanism to retract the piston.
When the piston is fully retracted, remove the tool. Clean the brake pad sliders with emery
paper, then apply lithium grease to their surfaces. Slide the new brake pads into the caliper and
onto the sliders. Slide the rotor off the wheel hub; you may need to tap the rotor with a rubber
mallet if it is rusted in place. Prepare the new rotor by spraying it with brake parts cleaner; wipe
off the residue with a paper towel. Replace the new rotor onto the wheel hub and secure it
temporarily with a lug nut tightened by hand. Replace the caliper over the rotor, then replace
and tighten the mounting bolts. Remove the lug nut from the rotor. Replace the wheel and
tighten the lug nuts by hand. Lower the car to the ground, then tighten the lug nuts evenly with
a tire iron. Brake dust is hazardous; do not breathe it in. Never replace only one brake; you must
replace both front or both rear brakes at the same time. Born and educated in the United
Kingdom, he holds a Bachelor of Science degree in psychology from the University of
Glamorgan. Warnings Brake dust is hazardous; do not breathe it in. The Chevy Colorado comes
equipped with an anti-lock braking system that uses brake fluid-forced pistons. The brakes are
designed to press the caliper pistons against the brake pads, which in turn make contact with
the brake rotors to stop the vehicle. In order for the brakes to function properly, the brake fluid
needs to be at a sufficient level, the lines need to deliver the fluid as designed, and the pads
need to able to withstand the heat and pressure during braking. If the brake pads are worn, they
will not be up to the task, and brake failure can result. You can have your worn brake pads
replaced by an auto mechanic, or you can do it yourself. Place wheel chocks behind the rear

tires of the Colorado. Put the transmission in "Park" and apply the parking brake. Put the jack
beneath the frame of the Chevy and lift the vehicle. Remove the lug nuts and pull the wheels
from the wheel bolts. Turn the steering wheel to the left, allowing access to the right brake
caliper. The caliper is the metal object that brackets a portion of the rotor. Remove the caliper
bolts. Pull the caliper from the rotor. Pull the two brake pads from the caliper sides. The pads
are clipped to the caliper by thin metal clips. The clips can be disengaged from the caliper using
a flat head screwdriver. Open the caliper pistons. The pistons are the twin metal rings that
extend from one side of the caliper. You can either place a worn pad against the pistons and
squeeze the pad against the side of the caliper to force open both pistons, or you can clamp the
pistons individually. Place the new brake pads onto the sides of the caliper. The metal clips will
fix the pads to the caliper with a moderate amount of pressure by hand. Return the caliper to the
rotor and screw in the caliper bolts using the Allen wrench. Turn the steering wheel so that the
wheels are pointed forward. Place the wheel onto the wheel bolts and replace the lug nuts by
hand. Turn the wheel to the right and replace the left brake pads. Turn the wheels forward and
replace the wheels and lug nuts. Lift the vehicle with the jack, remove the jack stands and lower
the vehicle to the ground. Tighten the lug nuts with the socket on the tire iron. Press the brake
pedal repeatedly to return the brake fluid to the caliper that was expelled by opening the
pistons. Check the level of brake fluid after changing the brake pads. The brake fluid is stored in
the master cylinder under the hood, near the windshield on the driver's side. Add fluid if
necessary. Jule Pamplin has been a copywriter for more than seven years. As a financial sales
consultant, Pamplin produced sales copy for two of the largest banks in the United States. He
attended Carnegie-Mellon University, winning a meritorious scholarship for the Careers in
Applied Science and Technology program, and later served in the 1st Tank Battalion of the U.
Marine Corps. Tips Check the level of brake fluid after changing the brake pads. References
repairpal. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing.
Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM
and 9 PM. The parking brake cable is a thin, steel cable that connects the parking brake lever to
the parking brake shoes. It is located underneath the car. When you pull the lever, this cable
enables the parking brake shoes to press against the rotor or the drum, creating the friction that
keeps the car from rolling. It is just like using the brake pedal, but in this case, you are using the
parking brake cable instead of brake fluids to apply the pressure. Over time the cable can rust
and break. If the parking brake cable is broken, the car will roll even when the parking brake has
been engaged. The brake drums or pads often need to be removed to access the emergency
brake cable. During this time, the drums and pads should be inspected to see if they also need
to be replaced. Always apply the parking brake when the car is parked. This will keep the
parking brake adjusted properly. Your mechanic should inspect the parking brake cable during
every brake service. They should also periodically spray rust penetrant chemical on the cable to
prevent rust from building up. All services associated with proper function of your brakes are
important. In addition to safety issues, ignoring small repairs can quickly lead to more serious
and more expensive problems. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic
Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See
availability. Keep in mind: The brake drums or pads often need to be removed to access the
emergency brake cable. How it's done: Remove and replace parking brake cable. Adjust parking
brake. Test parking brake. Our recommendation: Always apply the parking brake when the car
is parked. Parking brake does not hold car. Parking brake does not release. Parking brake
warning light is on. How important is this service? Number of Chevrolet Lumina services
completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs. Auto service in Your City.
Meet some of our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real customer reviews from Chevrolet owners
like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Gerron 34 years of experience. Request Gerron. He
was amazing! Very knowledgeable! Seth 23 years of experience. Request Seth. I wanted to write
this right away that day because I was so pleased and excited, but as usual everyday life gets in
the way sometimes, but I just want to say how very pleased I was with the professional
workmanship. Seth was very much a gentleman and did everything your company said would
be done. My brake lights weren't working after my nephew put in new light bulbs and he
suggested a new brake switch, but Seth found the problem was really that someone had
somehow disconnected the wire and now they work, he only charged me for the visit. Very
pleased will spread the word and will use again. Love the convenience. Joe 15 years of
experience. Request Joe. Chevrolet Lumina - Car is not starting - Nashville, Tennessee. Great
experience. Arrived early. Communicated well through the whole process and finished quickly.
Frank 30 years of experience. Request Frank. Chevrolet Lumina - Coolant is leaking - Madison,
Tennessee. On Time. Went Above and beyond. Answered all my questions, even about my other
vehicle. How can we help? Read FAQ. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update.
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conditions, metal components may become vulnerable to rust and corrosion. Most brake
components are made from tough and durable metals, such as steel and cast iron. Are Rusty
Brake Discs a Problem? Good Brakes vs. Bad Brakes Brakes work by creating friction in order
to slow down or stop a moving vehicle. For brakes to generate friction, a braking material is
pressed against a secondary material that rotates along with the wheel. This secondary material
may come in two forms: brake drums and disc brakes. How Do Car Brakes Work? Each wheel
on your vehicle comes with its own brake and attached hydraulic device. All four brakes
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